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READERS FORUM

A MORAL UNCERTAINTY
PRINCIPLE?

ANTHONY HUTCHINSON’S "Prophetic
Foreknowledge" (SUNSTONE 11:4) buttressed
what Kent Robson said in two prior articles
about free will. The importance of under-
standing the issues cannot be overestimated,
yet such fine minds as James Talmage, Truman
Madsen and Neal A. Maxwell have been
oblivious to what precise foreknowledge of all
things implies: the complete lack of free agency
as a meaningful principle. The confusion comes
from the notion that "merely" knowing some-
thing does not cause it to happen-if God
knows something will come about in the natu-
ral course of things this is not predestination.
In fact, it is, although the agent fixing the future
is not God but nature. If something is known to
come to pass there is no room for deviation
from the inevitable; thus if, as advocates of the
"television model" of foreknowledge believe,
God knows who will be "saved" it does not
matter at all how you live since nothing you do
will alter the outcome. Everything you could do
is pre determined by nature and foreseen by
God. On the other hand, it is possible to grant
that God may know most things, certainly all
things he intends to bring to pass, and proph-
ecy is compatible with free agency as long as
there is at least a small chance that free agency
can alter things. Contemplating the implica-
tions of foreknowledge can lead to absurdist
scenarios about the triviality of life, and such a
philosophy renders free agency meaningless.
No matter how thorough God’s foreknowledge
may be, there must be some way agency can
alter the trends of the future. Otherwise we
have no choice, which would make a mockery
of all the scriptural efforts to bring about right-
eousness.

Scott 5. Smith
Thousand Oaks, CA

PRIESTHOOD AND
THE PERFECTI

ARTHUR BASSETT’S "How Much Toler-

ance Can We Tolerate?" and Richard Sherlock’s
review of Brigham Madsen’s edition of B. H.
Roberts’s 5tudies f!om The Book qf Mormon stim-
ulated my thoughts on Paul Toscano’s densely
woven "The Oath and Covenant of the Pries-
thood" (all in SUNSTONE 11:5). The thorough

Biblical grounding of the complex conceptual
structure outlined by Toscano became espe-
cially noteworthy in light of Roberts’s conclu-
sion that the theology of the Book of Mormon
could have come from a "religiously fertile,
biblically saturated mind (such as Joseph’s)."

In Toscano’s exegetical brief, I was haunted
by Bassett’s encouragement to use insight from
other belief systems to illuminate one’s own
beliefs. It occurred to me to compare the main
topic of Toscano’s discourse to similar features
in certain movements of the Middle Ages. Tosc-
ano describes the administration of an uncon-
ditional divine promise of exaltation to the
Divine Nature. This reminded me of the Cathar
Consolamentum, the rite that bestows and guar-
antees spiritual perfection unless one turns
from this blessing, and becomes accursed
(D&C 84:41). Both men and women received
the Consolamentum, and those who received it
were the per_fecti, the perfect ones who were the
standing ministers and missionaries of the
Cathar church. They administered the Conso-
lamentum and other sacramental rites.

The holy poverty of the perfecti, their delib-
erate shunning of worldly wealth and property,
reflected their sincere imitation of the apostolic
life described in the New Testament. The .moti-
vation to apostolic poverty, as practiced by
many popular spiritual movements of the High
Middle Ages may be understood by studying
D&C 84:77 105. Men even temporarily living
the mendicancy described in D&C 84 gave
Mormondom its leadership for a whole genera-
tion.

The promises of worldly wealth for Abraham
in the Joseph Smith Translation (JST), cited by
Toscano, stand in stark contrast to the senti-
ments of D&C 84:77-105. Yet the verses Tosc-
ano cited from the JST do suggest that these
material blessings were connected with
Toscano’s "fullness of the priesthood." Perhaps
this seeming contradiction can be understood
in light of teachings among certain persons
commonly associated with the medieval Free
Spirit movement.

Mormonism’s solution to the problem of
reducing the risk associated with the rite best-
owing Godhood is contained in one of the
footnotes for D&C 84:41 which refers to D&C
132:27, which states, in effect, that after having
been assured exaltation, all sinfulness short of
murder will not affect the efficacy of the prom-
ise. Here is a connection with the lay spiri-
tuality movement of the Free Spirits, who
tended to either seek spiritual perfection
through apostolic abstinence and poverty, or to
assume a state of perfection had been achieved.
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In the latter category there were some who
taught that once achieved, this state of perfec-
tion could not be lost, regardless of how one
abused institutions or people. If D&C 132:26
27 had been a Free Spirit holy writ, it would
have been preserved in Catholic inquisitorial
proceedings as prima facie evidence of the
inherent criminal potential in Free Spiritism:
having achieved spiritual perfection, accepted
moral laws no longer applied to them.

The leading lights of this movement would
have abhorred the notion that debauchery, vio-
lence toward others, or stealing from "the
world," was compatible with an assurance of
Godhood. But just as certainly, these leading
lights taught that once perfected or assured of
perfection, one was above the laws that applied
prior to achieving this state of grace. Two exam-
pies are Sister Catherine, who was confirmed in
her godhood in a cataleptic trance (as in Alma
19 and 22, observers thought she was dead),
and Margaret Porete, whose "The Mirror of
Simple Souls" caused her to be burnt in 1310.
Catherine no longer felt any need for asceticism,
and believed luxuries did not necessarily dam-
age the spirit. Perhaps the enigma presented by
the JST’s linking material riches with the con-

firmation of Abraham’s exaltation may be
understood in the light of Catherine’s experi-
ence. Similarly, Margaret Porete observed that
penances and sacramenfs were no longer
necessities to her. Like God, she was beyond
these aids to spirituality. Neither of these lay
spiritual leaders would, I believe, suggest that
crimes against humanity could be freely
indulged in now that they were assured god-
hood.

The material covered by Toscano partakes of
a whole constellation of concepts associated
with the quest for spiritual perfection and God-
hood in the spiritual movements of the Middle
Ages. Since these concepts were the products of
women and men claiming divine revelatory
experiences, this may suggest that where there
is revelation, these concepts should follow. And
it suggests, perhaps, that the psychological/
theological orientation of the recipient of revela-
tion defines the nature of the generally accepted
interpretation and consequent behavior. Thus,
Joseph Smith’s psychological/theological
immersion in the Bible could in large part
explain his elaborate, totally Biblical framework
for this revealed concept, as outlined by Tosc-
ano. In keeping with Bassett’s thought, how-

ever, it would be xenophobic to denigrate the
revelations of the women and men prophets of
the Middle Ages to allow us to remain secure
with strikingly similar revealed concepts
within our own belief system. Perhaps God’s
revelations are given to those who seek light in
all ages and times, and differences in those
revelations are relatable to differences in the
mindsets of the recipients and their times.

WULF BARSCH
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THREE NEW BOOKS
UTAH PIONEERS

MEMORIES AND REFLECTIONS:
THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF E. E. ERICKSEN
Scott G. Kenney, ed.
A professor of philosophy at the University of Utah, E. E. Ericksen
was committed to the dictum, "The unexamined life is not worth
living." He believed that the critical examination of religious thought
is as important to intelligent people as skepticism is to scientific
discovery. He served on the Mormon YMMIA board and was author
of Challenging Problems of the Twentieth Century and Psychological and
Ethical Aspects of Mormon Group Life.
"E. E.Ericksen became president of the American Philosophical
Association, was well known in philosophy circles in the west, and had
a powerful influence on his numerous students and colleagues and on
the culture of which he was a part. He was a great man and a
great teacher."                             -- Sterling M. McMurrin
Scott Kenney is a founder of Sunstone magazine and a former
publisher of Signature Books..i
Available at most local bookstores.
Paper 266pages $12.95

ON THE POTTER’S WHEEL:
THE DIARIES OF HEBER C. KIMBALL
Stanley Kimball, ed.
Heber Kimball was one of the original Mormon apostles and one of
the first missionaries to England. He was also one of the first Mormon
polygamists, with 43 wives. His personal diaries are often the best
contemporary accounts of the events they chronicle. They cover the
period from 1837 to 1864, including the last days of Nauvoo.
Stanley Kimball is a professor of history at Southern Illinois
University.
On the Potter’s Wheel is strictly limited to 500 copies and is available
only through local rare book dealers. Cloth 246 pages

MARKETING PRECEDES THE MIRACLE:
MORE CARTOONS BY CALVIN GRONDAHL
"The cartoons are never vicious. A common theme
runs through them -- to afflict the comfortable and
comfort the afflicted ....They are screamingly
funny." --Salt Lake Tribune

"When it comes to hitting both sore spots and funny
bones, Grondahl’s a marksman. His salvos strike a
chord. I, for one, caught myself laughing out loud."

--Deseret News

Calvin Grondahl is editorial cartoonist at the Ogden
Standard Examiner

Available at most local bookstores.
Paper 100 pages $4.95




